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ROOTS - WHY SO FINE?
BACKGROUND
Roots form the surfaces for the exchange of water, mineral
nutrients, and organic materials between plants and soil. Much
of the exchange between roots and soil happens near root tips,
where the finest root structures, the root hairs, are found. For roots,
having fine structures increases the rate at which water and nutrients
can be absorbed. In return, roots release organic materials into the
soil that help build soil structure and support the living components
of the soil community.
The organic matter contributed by roots (along with leaf litter at
the soil surface) supports a diverse soil community of microbes,
grazers, shredders and predators (see Root Community lesson plan).
Soil microbes are especially important for gluing the mineral
particles of soil – sand, silt and clay – into aggregates (the crumbs
that are the basis of soil structure). The microbes that depend on soil
organic matter from plants and their roots are also key players in
nutrient cycling, and help to control pests and parasites.
Unlike most crops which consist of annual monocultures, most
prairies are composed of diverse species of perennial plants. The
root systems of prairie plant vary by species in their overall
architecture, the part of the soil they explore for nutrients and the
specific types of materials they exchange with soil. Perennial prairie
roots live in the soil through many seasons, helping to build and
retain soil structure and organic matter. The diverse perennial root
systems of prairies support healthy soil, which in turn sustainably
supports plant communities.
In this activity, students will use a simple model to explore the
importance of the fine structures of roots in taking up water and
building soil structure.
VOCABULARY
Surface area: A measurement of the outermost layer of an object.
Root tips: The ends where roots grow, lengthen, and form root hairs.
Root hairs: Very fine, hair-like outgrowths of the root surface that
take up water and nutrients from soil.
Organic matter: Component of the soil that comes from partly to
fully decomposed plant and animal residues.
Soil community: Diverse species of living things that inhabit the soil
and interact to form the soil food web.
Overview
Students use root models made of
commonly available materials to
explore how the size of roots
affects the exchange of materials
between roots and soil.
Objectives:
• Measure water taken up by root
models with varying amounts
of surface area.
• Explain how the fineness of
root structures affects their
ability to exhange materials
with soil.
• Make inferences about the
effectiveness of different root
types in supporting plant
growth and soil structure.
Subjects Covered:
Science: Life Science,
Earth Science
Grades: 5-8
Group size: 20-30, working in
groups of 2-3
Activity Time: 45 min.; if time
is limited, could be a presented as
a demonstration
Season/Location:
All/Indoors
Materials:
• Prairie root specimen or poster
• Electronic kitchen scale
• Clock or timer
• Sugar, finely ground coffee,
cocoa powder
• Measuring cup, tablespoon
Per student group:
• 6-in. piece of rope (3)
• Clear plastic cups (3) and water
• Pencils, binder clips (3 ea.)
• Food coloring (optional)
• Wax paper, zip-closure bags (1)
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TEACHER PREPARATION
• If you do not have a prairie root specimen, obtain a high quality poster or an image that can be
projected (tallgrassprairiecenter.org/curriculum_images).
• For the class, obtain 2-4 electronic balances. Inexpensive electronic kitchen balances with gram mode
are fine.
• Cut the rope into 6-inch lengths, three per student group. A thickness of 3/8 to 1/2 inch works well.
The rope must be twisted (not braided) so that it can be unraveled easily. It must be made of highly
absorbent natural fibers such as cotton or hemp. Jute rope may be too oily or waxy. It’s a good idea
to try out your rope before doing the lesson with students.
• Tall, narrow plastic cups would be ideal. Glass jars or beakers would be more stable, if you can accept
the risk of breakage.
• Prepare “fake soil.” For each group, use 1/2 cup of granulated sugar (sand) and one level tablespoon
each cocoa powder (clay) and finely ground coffee (silt). If time allows, students can prepare their
own “soil.”
• Set up work stations or materials kits for groups of 2-3 students. See materials list in first-page box.
• Provide materials (sinks, buckets, waste containers) for clean-up.
ACTIVITY
Introducing the activity:
1. Tell class they will be constructing a model to see how the well root structures of different thicknesses
take up water.
2. Divide class into groups of 2-3.
3. Hand out copies of the student instructions and data sheet (Appendix A) to each group.
4. Review procedures with the class before sending them to their assigned work stations. Tell them to get
everything ready, then wait for your signal to begin the timed portion of the experiment.
5. Tell class that they will gather for discussion once their experiment is set up and running.
6. When all of the groups have prepared their models and assembled the testing apparatus, set the timer
for 30 minutes (or record time on the clock). Signal all groups to start the experiment.
Microbes: Microscopic organisms such as bacteria.
Soil aggregates: Crumbs of soil particles (sand, silt and clay) glued together by organic materials produced
by plant roots or soil microbes.
Perennial: Living for many years.
Note: If adapting activity for lower elementary, present as a demonstration. Younger student will simply
observe the different amounts of water absorbed by the root models.
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Instructions for students - Printable handout - Appendix A
1. Prepare three root models:
a. One piece of rope should be left as is (THICK).
b. One piece should be partially unraveled up to one-third of its length, so that it is divided into three
bundles of medium thickness (MEDIUM).
c. One piece should be fully unraveled up to one-third of its length, so that the fine strands within each
of the three bundles are separated (FINE).
d. Weigh each rope and record its initial mass in grams in the data table.
2. Assemble root model testing apparatus:
a. Label one cup for each root model: THICK, MEDIUM, FINE.
b. Thread a binder clip onto each pencil.
c. Lay a pencil-clip apparatus across the top of each cup.
d. Thread each rope model into the handles of a clip, so that the “root tips” are just touching the
bottom of each cup, and the rope is held upright. Set the pencil-clip-rope apparatus aside.
e. Pour a 2-cm depth of water into each empty cup.
f. Wait for your leader’s signal to start the experiment.
3. When the leader gives the signal, place each root model back into its labeled cup. Make sure that the
root tips of each model are just touching the bottom of the cup.
4. Gather for discussion.
5. Measure the amount of water absorbed by your root models.
a. When the time is up, remove all three of your root models from their cups at the same time and lay
them on the work surface.
b. Weigh each rope again and record the masses in the correct places on the data sheet.
c. Calculate the amount of water (in grams) the root models absorbed.
6. Test root models’ exchange with the “soil.”
a. Place the root models into the bag of fake soil.
b. Shake the bag gently until the “roots” are fully coated with “soil.”
c. Weigh each root model again and record the masses in grams.
d. Calculate the amount of soil that is bound to each root model.
7. Share your results with the class and discuss.
Discussion Questions and Prompts:
During the 30-minute run time, gather the class around the prairie roots specimen, poster or projected
image. In order to promote full participation, consider having small groups discuss questions before sharing
their ideas with the class. Use follow-up questions to encourage students to explain their reasoning.
a. In what ways do your models look like real roots? In what ways are they different from real roots? Do
some kinds of prairie plants have more fine roots than others? (You may want to point out that even
plants with coarse taproots have some finer branches in their root systems, and if we could look very
closely at the parts near the root tips, we would find root hairs that are extremely fine.)
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b. What do roots do for plants? Develop a list of functions including the following: holding plants in
place, getting water, getting nutrients and storing food.
c. Which jobs would thick roots do better? Which jobs would fine roots do better? Why do most plants
have root systems with BOTH coarse and fine roots? Guide discussion to conclusions that coarse roots
provide support and storage, but fine roots can explore more spaces in the soil and have more surface
contact with soil.
d. Help students develop predictions: Which of their root models will take up the most water? Why? All of
the ropes were the same length and mass. What was the only difference between them? If they absorb
different amounts of water, what could explain the differences?
e. Explain that roots don’t just take materials from the soil; they also give back. It is an exchange. Plants
make their own food (carbon compounds) through photosynthesis, and use energy from that food to do
things like grow roots. In the process, carbon compounds (organic matter) are released into the soil.
The carbon compounds act like glue to hold soil particles together in crumbs (aggregates).
f. Ask students to predict which of their root models would do better gluing fake soil particles together. Why?
g. When there are five minutes left on the clock or timer, review the instructions for measuring and
recording data and testing root exchange with the soil.
After students have completed their experiments, gather data as a class and discuss:
a. Which root models were usually the most effective at absorbing water?
b. What does the model show about how the fine structures of roots help plants get what they need to
survive, grow, and reproduce?
c. Which root models collected the most fake soil? What made them better at gluing “soil” particles
together?
d. Look at the fake soil left in the bag. What has happened to it? What does this represent?
e. Roots of most prairie plants stay in the soil for many years, through all seasons. Most crop plants like
corn and soybeans live for one growing season and must be replanted every spring. Their roots
decompose quickly after harvest in the fall. Would prairie roots or crop roots be better at building and
preserving soil? Why?
ASSESSMENTS
a. Student data sheets can be collected as assessments.
b. Student responses to discussion questions can be assessed informally or assigned as written
assessments.
c. If time allows, students can graph their data.
EXTENSIONS
1. This activity could be modified for more open-ended inquiry by allowing students to develop their own
questions and procedures. Observations and discussion of the prairie root specimen could introduce the
basic ideas and spur student questions and predictions. This would likely require three or more regular
45-minute class periods.
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2. Students research how different types of prairie plantings such as prairie strips and roadside prairies can
be used to reduce erosion and nutrient pollution. They use the results of their root-model experiment to
help explain the effects of prairie plantings. They post a video online or give a presentation to their local
4-H club, FFA chapter, or other organization.
ADAPTATIONS FOR DIVERSE AUDIENCES
• Students with math challenges may need assistance learning to operate the electronic balances and
performing calculations on the data. Providing calculators could help.
RESOURCES
• McNear Jr., D.H. (2013) The Rhizosphere – Roots, Soil and Everything In Between. Nature Education
Knowledge 4(3): 1
STANDARDS
5–LS1–1 Support an argument that plants get the materials they need for growth chiefly from air and
water.
5–LS2–1 Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals, decomposers, and
the environment.
5–ESS2–1 Develop a model using an example to describe ways the geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere,
and/or atmosphere interact.
5–ESS3–1 Obtain and combine information about ways individual communities use science ideas to protect
the Earth’s resources and environment.
MS–LS2–1 Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for the effects of resource availability on
organisms and populations of organisms in an ecosystem.
MS–LS2–3 Develop a model to describe the cycling of matter and flow of energy among living and
nonliving parts of an ecosystem
APPENDICES
A: Student Instructions
B: Data Sheet
Prairie Roots lesson plans created by the Tallgrass Prairie Center
with funding from the Iowa Living Roadway Trust Fund.
2017
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STUDENT INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Instructions 
1. Make root models: 
a. One piece of rope should be left as is (THICK). 
b. One piece should be partially unraveled up to one-third of its 
length, so that it is divided into three bundles of medium 
thickness (MEDIUM). 
c. One piece should be fully unraveled up to one-third of its 
length, so that the fine strands within each of the three 
bundles are separated (FINE). 
d. Weigh each rope and record its initial mass in grams in the 
data table. 
 
2. Assemble testing apparatus: 
a. Label one cup for each root model: THICK, MEDIUM, FINE. 
b. Thread a binder clip onto each pencil. 
c. Lay a pencil-clip apparatus across the top of each cup.  
d. Thread each rope model into the handles of a clip, so that 
the “root tips” are just touching the bottom of each cup, and 
the rope is held upright.  
e. Set the pencil-clip-rope apparatus aside. 
f. Pour a 2-cm depth of water into each empty cup. 
g. Wait for your leader’s signal to start the experiment. 
 
3. When the leader gives the signal, place each root model back into 
its labeled cup. Make sure that the root tips of each model are just 
touching the bottom of the cup. 
 
4. Gather for discussion while waiting 30 minutes for the experiment to run. 
 
5. Measure the amount of water absorbed by your root models: 
a. When the time is up, remove all three of your root models from their cups at the same time 
and lay them on the work surface.  
b. Weigh each rope again and record the masses in the correct places on the data sheet. 
c. Calculate the amount of water (in grams) the root models absorbed. 
 
6. Test root models’ exchange with the “soil:” 
a. Place the root models into the bag of fake soil. 
b. Shake the bag gently until the “roots” are fully coated with “soil.” 
c. Weigh each root model again and record the masses in grams. 
d. Calculate the amount of soil that is bound to each root model. 
 
7. Share your results with the class and discuss. 
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 DATA SHEET      Names:  
 
 
Predictions 
1. Which root model will absorb the most water? Why? 
 
2. Which root model will bind the most soil? Why? 
 
Measurements 
ROOT MODEL 
THICK MEDIUM FINE 
Starting mass of root model (g)  
   
Mass of wet root model (g) 
   
Amount of water absorbed by 
your root models (g) 
   
Class average: amount of water 
absorbed (g) 
   
Mass of wet root model (g) 
   
Mass of root model with “soil” (g) 
   
Amount of “soil” bound to your 
root models (g) 
   
Class average: amount of soil 
bound to root models (g) 
   
 
Questions: 
1. Which root models were the most effective at absorbing water?  
2. What does the model show about how the fine structures of roots help plants get what they need to 
survive, grow, and reproduce? 
3. Which root models collected the most fake soil?  
4. What happened to the fake soil left in the bag? What does this represent? 
5. Roots of most prairie plants stay in the soil for many years, through all seasons. Most crop plants like 
corn and soybeans live for one growing season and their roots decompose quickly after harvest in the 
fall. Would prairie roots or crop roots be better at building and preserving soil? Why? 
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